The effect of axis alignment on shoulder joint kinematics analysis during arm abduction.
A joint coordinate system allows coherence between the performed movement, its mathematical representation and the clinical interpretation of the kinematics of joint motion. In 2005, the International Society of Biomechanics (ISB) defined a joint coordinate system for the shoulder. To improve kinematics interpretation, the ISB suggested aligning the coordinate systems of the humerus and the scapula. Therefore, the aim of this research project was to determine how the alignment of the joint coordinate system axes can influence the interpretation of shoulder joint kinematics. More precisely, we wanted to investigate if mathematical alignment of the reference and moving coordinate system axes could facilitate the kinematic interpretation of a simple abduction movement without introducing additional coupled motion. An experiment was carried out on eight shoulder cadaveric specimens. Elevation of the arm in the scapular plane (abduction) was recorded using an electromagnetic tracking device. Three-dimensional angular displacements of the arm during elevation in the scapular plane were described using the standard ISB joint coordinate system, and using a modified joint coordinate system for which the axes were mathematically aligned. The results obtained revealed a difference in the interpretation of the starting angles between the ISB joint coordinate system and the aligned coordinate system. No difference was found in the interpretation of the angular range of motion (P<0.01). The aligned coordinate system provided a standardized starting angle of elevation that allows an easier clinical interpretation of shoulder kinematics.